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Agenda
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Getting started
⚫ Requirement

⚫ New structures for Custom Fields

⚫ The accident
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Requirement

Getting started

Selling Media Products

We need at least 2 Custom Fields

• Ident Code Type

• Ident Code

at

• Sales Document Item

• Billing Document Item

• Delivery Document Item

Each Media Product 

(Material Master) has 

several Ident Codes
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New structures for Custom Fields

Getting started

Transaction SCFD_REGISTRY
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The accident

Getting started

VBAP
(Sales Document Item)

…SDSALESDOCITEM_INCL_EEW_PS

ZZIDCODETYPE

ZZIDENTCODE

VBRP
(Billing Document Item)

LIPS
(Delivery Document Item)

…SDBILLGDOCITEM_INCL_EEW_PS

ZZIDCODETYPE

ZZIDENTCODE

…SHPDELIVERYITEM_INCL_EEW_PS

ZZIDCODETYPE

ZZIDENTCODE

Activation Clash
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Ready for the Future
⚫ Houston we have a problem

⚫ Accident Clash Prevention

⚫ Draft Concept

⚫ oData Field Control
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Houston we have a problem

Ready for the Future

Hey, it’s not a bug,

it’s a feature!

In the future further 

combinations of include 

structures for custom fields 

are possible.

Custom Fields must have a 

unique name in S/4HANA

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2899836

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2899836
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Accident Prevention

Ready for the Future

not useful

(in this case)

not available
(yet ???)

Avoid

“_EEW_”

includes

would work
(legacy fields ???)

Question: 

How to archive unique names for Custom Fields?

Adding a unique

Suffix

???

Developer

Tool
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Draft Concept

Ready for the Future

Before the data from a Fiori App is stored in a DB table (e.g. STPO) the data is sometimes 
stored in a so called “draft table” (e.g. STPO_DRAFT_V2)

If “Draft” is enabled then each Custom Field within an OData Service must also be included 
within the draft table, otherwise the OData Service is broken.

Only the “new” include structures are 

considered within the draft tables

Draft tables use same alias for 

field names as CDS-Views
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Draft Concept

Ready for the Future

Sometimes (depending on the oData Service implementation) a further manual append on 
the draft table is useless

Only fields within “new” include structures STPO_INCL_EEW_PS are considered during the 

update from draft table for BOM items even if the field is available at oData service.

There seems to be no way out!

We need to use this new _EEW_ 

structures for Custom Fields
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oData Field Control

Basic Information

⚫Transient Field include structure (e.g. STPO_INCL_EEW_TR)

Only “enabled” Custom Fields are considered
(appending fields to transient structure is not enough)

Future

Direct Append
ABAP managed

Custom Fields
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Suffix, Suffix, Suffix
⚫ Easy Going

⚫ Some Questions

⚫ Crystal Ball

⚫ Future-Proof

⚫ Headaches
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Easy Going

Suffix, Suffix, Suffix

Transaction SCFD_REGISTRY
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Some Questions

Suffix, Suffix, Suffix

Q: Can we use the suffix COB in the case where an old 

CI_ include is part of the new _EEW_ include?

A: You should always use the suffix from the parent.

Q: How to handle further structures were the Custom Fields

with the same fieldname are needed?

A: This must be decided on a case-by-case basis.

If necessary, an SAP support incident must be opened.
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Crystal Ball

Suffix, Suffix, Suffix

Q: For CI_WORKLIST_ITEM there is no Business 

Context and Suffix available in SCFD_REGISTRY.

Do we need unique field names, too?

A: It could be possible that SAP creates a 

Business Context with the next release. If you 

want to shift the field to the new _EEW_ 

structure than, the name for the Custom Field 

must be unique.

Q: What should we do at least?

A: You can use any suffix starting with Z, but 

ensure the suffix is only used once per 

table/structure.

To be on the safe 

side each Custom 

Field must have a 

unique name
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Future-Proof

Suffix, Suffix, Suffix

Q: Should every Custom Field have a suffix at least?

A: For existing legacy fields the usage of suffixes is 

not required in case it is used only in a single 

persistence include. However it is strongly 

recommended to use a suitable suffix in case 

new fields are created manually.

Q: Does SAP ensure that all CI_ Includes are 

contained in EEW includes? 

A: There is a guideline to include old CI 

Includes into _EEW_ persistence include 

structures wherever possible. 

strongly recommended 

to use a unique suffix 

per table / structure
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Headaches

Reconstruction

Suffix ???

Business 

Context
SCFD_REGISTRY

No Business 

Context
???

No 

dependencies
unique Z-Suffix

Overhand 

structure
???

Each individual case 

must be analyzed in 

detail to determine 

how to proceed.

We have largely 

eliminated the risk of 

having to rename a 

field later in 

productive operation.
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Reconstruction
⚫ Mission

⚫ OData Value Helps

⚫ SCFD_EUI

⚫ Data Transfer
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Problems

⚫No proper tool exists to identify and prevent duplicates

⚫Changing Fieldnames causes a loss of DB values and change history

⚫Adaptation of Code and Customizing needed

⚫No 100% where used list (dynamic ABAP)

⚫ Integration Test needed

Good fortune

⚫We are not productive

Mission

Reconstruction

We must adapt all our existing custom fields with 

unique fieldnames to be ready for the future 
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OData Value Helps

Reconstruction

⚫ DDIC Values Helps

⚫ Foreign Key Relationships

⚫ DDIC Domain Values

F4 GUI Values Helps
Manual Transformation

CDS-View Value Help

⚫ Only key field Code used

⚫ Text CDS View association

 Language field

 Description field

SAP plans to improve in 

one of the next releases
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OData Value Helps

Reconstruction

Currently there is only one 

key with name Code 

possible

SAP plans to improve in one 

of the next releases

Plant ?
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OData Value Helps

Reconstruction

SAP plans to enlarge the list 

with next releases and SNotes

Association Target

Multi Field Odata Value Helps are currently only provided by Custom Fields 

created via App “Custom Fields and Logic” with Association Targets.
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SCFD_EUI

Reconstruction

1. Select “Semantic Type” List if

Value Help is required

2. Enter proper CDS-View as Value Help
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Data Transfer

Reconstruction

Fiori App “Custom Fields and Logic”
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Trouble
⚫ Relegate CI_ includes

⚫ Unregistered _EEW_ includes?

⚫ Replacement Objects
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Relegate CI_ includes

Trouble

We need “old” CI_ include due to CMOD GUI Custom Screens

Preparation required

Open OSS incident in order 

to shift CI_ includes into 

_EEW_ includes!
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Unregistered _EEW_ includes?

Trouble
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Replacement Objects

Trouble

https://blogs.sap.com/2020/10/10/pitfalls-at-s-4hana-db-tables-with-replacement-object

Copy Value from “old” field to field with suffix not possible for each dataset

https://blogs.sap.com/2020/10/10/pitfalls-at-s-4hana-db-tables-with-replacement-object
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Gift list
⚫ Official SAP Guideline?

⚫ Tool for “Z-Suffix” managed CF

⚫ Merry Christmas

⚫ Letter of thanks
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Official SAP Guideline?

Gift list

S/4HANA 1503 S/4HANA 2020ECC 6.0

⚫ No official information about unique names for
ABAP managed Custom Fields till 03/2020

⚫ No official information about potential impact for ECC

⚫ No official information how to handle third-party add-ons

⚫ No official definite rules how to handle Z-Suffix

⚫ SNote 2899836 – 03/2020
Custom Fields: Avoid Field Collsions in ABAP Managed Fields

⚫ SNote 2981484 – 10/2020
Handling of Legacy Fields in S/4 HANA and understanding transaction SCFD_EUI

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2899836
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2981484
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Tool for non ABAP managed CF

Gift list

As a workaround we 

started with a simple 

table collecting used 

Z-suffixes.

Only Dreams?

⚫ Decision whether a suffix must be used

⚫ Registry for Z-Suffix with adaption on SCFD_REGISTRY

⚫ Eclipse Integration (auto complete)

⚫ ATC Check Integration

Until there is no  

technical support, a

Z suffix remains the 

only organizational 

option to avoid 

identical names.
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My Christmas wish list

Gift list

⚫ Less “Road Works” no Support Incidents

⚫ Official SAP Guideline
(incl. legacy fields - brownfield approach)

⚫ Tool for “Z-Suffix” managed CF

⚫ ATC checks for uniqueness

⚫ DDIC Support for App “CFaL” at on-premise

 Data Element

 Foreign-Key

 DDIC Value Helps
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Letter of thanks
⚫ DSAG - AK Development

 Christian Lechner

for establishing contact with SAP

⚫ SAP Development Team “Custom Fields”

 Georg Wilhelm

 Karsten Schaser

for the great support and eager cooperation

⚫ Springer Nature S4One Project Members

 Nils Möller

 Mirella Nicastro Sprenger

 Holger Bärenwald

 Christoph Paulusch

 Anmol Bhat

 Andreas Hauer

for the awesome collaboration during the field name changeover 

Gift list
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